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Dedicated to -
My parents - Ashika Agnes Monteiro & Vijay

Collin Dsilva



There was a boy named Stanislav. He loved
zoology so much, that one day he decided to

have a walk in the forest. 



 
He asked his mother whether he could and
surprisingly his mother agreed, but he had

been told to take a phone and a tent to put in
his bag. He rushed and packed his bag.



"Hello, my name is Professor Orangutan, you can call me
Prof!" said the orangutan. "Hey Prof, What's up" said

Stanislav "My name is Stanislav but you can call me Stan. In
fact, I can hear you!" "Good name, yes, some people can

hear me." Prof said.



As he was leaving he thought "Oh wow, my mom let me to go
to a forest, I will see amazing animals!" Thinking about this he

went deeper and deeper into the forest and he got lost,
suddenly he met an orangutan.



“I think you are
hungry.’’ I know a place where you can find some tasty and

juicy grapes. Do you want some?” Professor
asked. Stanislav replied “Of course, Thanks Professor.’’



On the way they were swinging tree branches, jumping and
running. They were talking about a life of an

orangutan, about the pollution and destruction of their
habitat. Believe it or not after hearing all about
Professors life, he wanted to be an orangutan.



“Could do you do something for us all?” asked Professor.
“Of course” replied Stanislav. Professor asked “Could you

start a campaign on Stop Pollution.’’ Stanislav
was willing to help the professor.



As they reached the grape plants they both ate bunches of
grapes. Then Stanislav asked “Could

you be my guide, because I am lost… also could I take some
grapes to my mom. They are Super duper

tasty”. “Sure!” replied Professor. “Do you want to meet the
squirrels” asked Professor. "Let's go" said Stanislav.

 



When they reached, a squirrel named
Ashika said, “Hello Professor, Just in time for our Acorny

Festival!”. “Happy nutty day, oh and by the way,
we have a guest his name is Stanislav” said Prof. “Hi Ashika

and Happy Acorny Day” Stanislav said. 



“You
could have some nuts” said Ashika. “Some for you and some

for our wonderful guest.” she said while
giving them the nuts.

 



“Do you mind if I take some nuts back home,” Stanislav
asked. “Of course, of

course. Do you want seconds.” she asked. “No, thanks. Even
if these are mouthwatering ” he said

drooling.
 



“You would love to meet Randy Rabbit” she said. “Do you know the way
Professor?” she

asked. “Of course I do” Prof replied. “I need to go to give my acorny hayeys to
him” Ashika said. “You can

come with us” Professor said. Ashika and Professor sat on my shoulders. When
they reached the rabbit.

Ashika gave the acorny hayeys.

 



Randy said “These are tasty”. Do you
want some? asked Randy. They sure look tasty said Stanislav

and Professor, their mouths were dribbling.
You both can have some said Randy and gave them some.

 



They heard something ring. Then Stanislav said “My mom is
calling now”. So he answered and said “Hi

mom”. “Hi Stan, Come home now lunch is ready” his mom
replied. “Ok mom” he replied. He said “Bye

friends, I have to go for lunch”. They all replied “Bye
Stanislav.’’



When he reached home and ate lunch,
he told his mom about the whole story and gave the food.

His mom said the food was really tasty. He
also told his mom that he wanted to start the campaign on

how the pollutions around us can be
controlled.



The next day, he started by telling his friends in his school to
make posters on Stop Pollution, to hang

the posters on their neighborhood and tell other people
about it.



They started by telling the Village
carpenter, Lumberjacker to grow trees when he cuts them.



Then they told the hunters to stop killing
animals. They stopped doing actions that were harmful to

the environment.

Please
stop



After about a year, on one
fine morning Stanislav decided to go to the forest to

remember his friends. On the way he met an
Orangutan. It was really familiar. "Can it be…." he said "it’s

Professor." Yes, my friend. It’s me Professor.



Our
King Thundercloud has told there is a feast because we are
not threatened now, come in the afternoon. Stanislav was
startled, he quickly went home and got ready and went in

the afternoon and saw King Thunderhorn. We had a mighty
feast.



Then Thunderhorn said “For your help to our kingdom we award you the brainy
potion and the helper

potion. The brainy potion will make you smart and the helpy potion can do
anything to help”. "This is too

much of thanking"  said Stanislav. “No, take these potions. You have saved the
whole animal kingdom by

your small help to us” said Thunderhorn. "Thanks" said Stanislav.



From now on he used his potions to
help others only for a good cause. He also received awards

for his excellence, braveness and help. He
also wrote a book. Yes, it’s the one you are reading now.
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'Prof and Stan' is based on the
friendship of a  boy 'Stanislav'
and an orangutan 'Professor',
their paths collide as Stanislav

goes to the forest, they also meet
a squirrel and a rabbit. Then they

decide that, Stanislav will save
the world from pollution and gets

awarded for it.


